1941 dodge pickup

In Dodge presented a completely new designed line of pickups and trucks. Formally the T series
for , V series for , and the W series from through , the trucks became mostly known as the
Dodge Job-Rated trucks. With streamlined, Art Deco styled front sheetmetal, and introducing
the concept of "Job-Rated" truck configurations, Dodge tried to offer customers the truck that
fit the job they were buying it for. Six different payload classes, a wide range of bodies, and
more than twenty different wheelbase-lengths were manufactured, [nb 1] and fitted with
different sized versions of the Chrysler-sourced inline six -cylinder side-valve engines â€” from
the half-ton TC pickup on a inch wheelbase to three-ton tractor cabs. Nevertheless,
mechanically, the trucks were all very similar, with solid axles front and rear and leaf springs at
all four corners. With World War II taking up most of production capacity from to , the styling
continued largely unchanged through , as engineering and production became the main focus.
The Dodge trucks enjoyed some popularity before the war, and the last of them built in , before
Dodge turned to mostly military production, had progressed to the W-series model name. When
they resumed sales post-war, they continued as the Dodge W-series. Historic author on Dodge
trucks, Don Bunn, noted that the to Job-Rated trucks represent a very significant segment in
Dodge history. They were the first to be mass-produced in the new, huge Mound Road Warren
truck plant. The Job-Rated trucks also formed the basis for Dodge's first light-duty military
four-wheel drives, the half-ton Dodge VC series , which in turn further developed into the
world's first factory 4WD commercial pickups: the Dodge Power Wagon. And lastly, Dodge was
the first of the Big Three U. Today, this series is the most popular pickups with Dodge truck
collectors. After Dodge joined forces with Graham Brothers trucks from onwards, Dodge and
Graham trucks, marketed through Dodge's vast dealer network, were offered in various
capacities, ranging from a half ton to three tons. In May Power Wagon magazine already
computed a "truly impressive" 1, possible configuration combinations, of available models,
styles, payload ratings and other options. For , Dodge rolled out a striking, modern design, new
from the ground up, except for the updated drivetrains â€” and, as before, offering an
exceptionally large number of available variants. In the later s, streamlined styling had become
a virtual requirement for anything from appliances, cars, boats, planes â€” even trucks, trains,
and architecture. The all new, all-steel cabs featured a front-end design with a barrel-shaped
base, and a sharp V-shaped grille; long, sleek, crowned front and rear fenders, with embossed
"speed lines" on the lower rears of each fender â€” and a new sloped, two-piece windshield,
that could be opened for increased airflow. The headlamps were still free-standing, but were
mounted in bullet-shaped pods. From the half-tons to the three-ton models, the new trucks all
featured the same distinctive design â€” the heavy-duty models only stood out taller, on larger
wheels and tires. The unique styling of the trucks, was only really changed in , when Dodge
trucks began using sealed-beam headlamps and were equipped with marker lights mounted on
the headlamp housing. For the most part, after , year-to-year appearance changes were very
minimal. The Job-Rated trucks had stronger frames than previous Dodge trucks, using steel
with a higher tensile strength , and the frame-rails extended further forward past the engine than
before, such that the truck's beefy, channel-type bumpers tied the rails together, reinforcing the
frame. After World War II, several changes were made to production truck chassis parts, based
on reliability experience gained during military service â€” for instance stronger differentials
and larger axle shafts were used in post-war trucks, and steering boxes were beefed up as well.
All in all, Dodge advertised as many as basic chassis models, and seven engine variants, as
well as different "job-rated" choices of clutches, transmissions, axles, gear ratios, springs, tires
and brakes. Introduced as the T -Series for the model year, the line evolved into the V -series for
, and W -series for , but the 'W' was retained until the end of sales in As the second letter in the
model code progressed in the alphabet, the payload rating typically also went up, however this
was not implemented consistently. Second letter 'E' models only existed in the form of the TE
versions. The K-lettered models were consistently 3-ton rated, but the L-lettered models went
against the naming pattern â€” they were only 2-ton rated. Dodge's Job-Rated trucks used
flathead sixes, originally developed by Plymouth, [3] throughout the â€” range. In the light
half-ton trucks initially a The three-quarter and one-ton trucks used a Starting in just before
civilian production ended , the The unit furnished power for lighting, instruments, and horns.
Diesel sales were extremely limited however, counting as many as 75 units sold in , units in ,
and rigs in L-head straight-six. After Dodge supplied the U. The following year, the T was
replaced by the T series trucks. The U. Technical manuals of U. Army military vehicles offer
some more detailed specifications on three such models: the model year WC and WD models,
and the inch wheelbase version of the SNL G-number aka the WF Chrysler Corporation of
Canada produced a total of , military Dodge trucks during From October through March , Dodge
built 15, trucks, that used a special order combination of their most heavy-duty off-the-shelf
components, to overland supplies from India to China over the very rough Ledo Road later

renamed after Joseph Stilwell , to an extent to specifications personally drawn up by
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek , then president and commander of the Nationalist Chinese
forces. Radiators were fitted with an overflow tank, to return the cooled water to the sealed
cooling system. Nevertheless, the average life of the trucks was only about five trips. It has
been commented that the front sheet metal design of the T Burma Dodge shows remarkable
resemblance to that of the post-war Dodge Power Wagons , and may well have influenced it.
This table offers specifications for a few high-profile models in the extensive â€” range only.
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Michigan , Windsor, Ontario. This Dodge pickup isn't your average truck, under those gorgeous,
classic lines lies a hp GM 5. This stunning restomod truck features 11' power disc front brakes,
Vintage Air system, Mustang II front end with tubular A arms and coilovers, power steering, and
a Magnaflow dual exhaust. This truck is finished in a gorgeous beige metallic with an Oak wood
bed and sitting on stunning chrome Chrysler wheels. This truck was truly built to catch
attention. Visit our beautiful showroom in sunny Venice, Florida today to make it yours! We
offer financing and accept trades. Theres no reason not to own your dream car! Please contact
one of our expert sales consultants for the most complete information on this beautiful vehicle.
They will be happy to answer any questions you may have, give you a complete walk-around,
and in the process, supply you with the most detailed description of the vehicle. We gladly
accept trades! We offer financing options on your purchase through only the best classic car
financing companies in the business, with approved credit. Our customers buy with confidence.
For over 30 years we have bought and sold quality classic collector cars all over the world.
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a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
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factory-correct two-tone black and green paint over an original-style black and tan vinyl interior.
The basic down-to-business interior is trimmed with simple factory-original heavy grain vinyl on

the seat. The headliner and interior panels are correctly done in black cowlboard. The basic
dash features original instruments and controls, all showing in excellent condition. The truck
rides on correct heavy-duty wheels, and the long 9-foot bed features a beautifully restored oak
plank floor. The Dodge's ci Flathead inline-6 engine runs well and is paired with a 4-speed
manual transmission. This truck features a front-end design with a barrel-shaped base and a
sharp V-shaped grille. The exterior is highlighted by long, sleek crowned front and rear fenders,
with embossed speed lines on the lower rears of each fender. Please don't hesitate to call
anytime with any offers or questions Vehicle Description. Vehicle Warranty. Terms and
Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Notice to
Bidders: All of the vehicles we list on eBay are for sale locally. We reserve the right to end an
auction early. All cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please call to make
arrangements for payment. All sales transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of
auction close. Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. Although every effort is made to
present accurate and reliable information, use of this information is voluntary, and should only
be deemed reliable after an independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It
is the sole responsibility of the customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the
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third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and
independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced
in Kutani Red for the model year, and it
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is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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